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Third Way’s latest national poll of likely 2020 Democratic primary voters shows that

four months out from Iowa, the race for the Democratic nomination still is anyone’s

game:

Former Vice President Joe Biden leads the �eld with 34% support, Senator Elizabeth

Warren is second at 17%, and Senator Bernie Sanders is third at 15%. California

Senator Kamala Harris (7%) and South Bend Mayor Pete Buttigieg (5%) round out

the top tier.

One-in-four primary voters are currently undecided or are supporting a candidate
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One-in-four primary voters are currently undecided or are supporting a candidate

outside of the top tier, and fully half of undecided voters say they won’t decide until

the weeks leading up to their state’s contest.

What primary voters do know for sure is that to win in 2020, Democrats should take a

page from their own 2018 playbook:

Three-in-four primary voters are motivated by the same priorities that brought

them to the polls in 2018.

A majority want a Democratic nominee who is a uni�er who can get things done—

just like the Democrats who delivered victory in 2018.

Two-thirds think it’s important for the 2020 candidates to take positions in the

primary that they can defend against attacks in the general election.

Yet when asked if they feel the candidates are speaking to them when they discuss

their ideas and solutions, or instead to other people, primary voters are divided. For

the one in 10 who post on Twitter daily, they feel candidates are speaking more to

them by 34 points. For those who don’t tweet, there’s only a �ve-point margin

between those who think the candidates are speaking to them versus others.

Primary voters know how Democrats won with a broad coalition in 2018, and candidates

who embrace that playbook are likely to rise going into Iowa and beyond.

The race for the nomination is still up in the air.
All year, Third Way has worked with David Binder Research to conduct quarterly polls of

Democratic primary voters. The latest, �elded from September 19 th  to 22 nd , shows Joe Biden

leading the �eld with the support of 34% of voters. This gives him a two-to-one lead over his

nearest competitor, Elizabeth Warren at 17%, while Bernie Sanders is at 15%. Kamala Harris

(7%) and Pete Buttigieg (5%) round out the top �ve, while no other candidate reaches 4%.



Biden draws support from a multi-racial coalition; he leads with white (33%), African

American (43%), and Latinx voters (32%). But compared to public polls earlier in the summer,

Warren has increased her support with voters of color from single digits to 13% with African

Americans and 15% with Latinx voters. Age is a major cleavage in the primary; Sanders leads

Biden by 13 points with voters under 35, while those over 45 back Biden over Warren by 24

points. But notably, those in the 35–44 age cohort are split between Biden and Warren.

Among 2016 primary voters Biden leads Warren by 26 points with voters who supported
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Among 2016 primary voters, Biden leads Warren by 26 points with voters who supported

Hillary Clinton, while Sanders retains a meager 37% of his 2016 supporters. 

Despite Biden’s substantial lead in the current horserace, the primary is far from over:

One-in-four voters are undecided or supporting a candidate outside of the top �ve. This

quarter of primary voters is enough to put any candidate in the delegate hunt, if they break

the right way.

Among the voters who are undecided right now, fully half say they won’t decide until the

weeks leading up to their state’s contest.

But while they’re far from solidi�ed, some voters are ruling out certain candidates: 23% say

they will not back Sanders, compared to 14% for Biden and 13% for Warren, while lower-

tiered candidates like Tom Steyer (24%), Julián Castro (23%), and Andrew Yang (22%) are

also being ruled out at comparatively high rates.

As the contenders compete for votes ahead of the primaries and caucuses, one evaluation

voters will make is where candidates fall on the ideological spectrum relative to their own

worldview. We asked Democratic primary voters to identify themselves on an ideological scale

from 0 (liberal) to 100 (conservative), and then to identify the top 2020 contenders, as well as

Trump and Barack Obama, on the same scale.

The top takeaway is that Democratic primary voters align themselves with Obama. As seen on

the chart below, the average self-identi�ed ideology score for all primary voters is 46. And in

turn, these voters also perceive Obama to be a 46 on the scale. This data point throws into

sharp relief why candidates are at great risk if they attack Obama’s record or stray too far from

the mainstream path he blazed for the party. Among the 2020 candidates, Biden is perceived

as the closest ideological match, and every other candidate is perceived to be to the left of the

primary voters they are attempting to woo. Strikingly, Democratic primary voters perceive

Sanders and Trump to be equal distances from the ideological center.
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The race for the Democratic nomination is in a �uid state four months out from Iowa. It is

clear that a top tier of �ve candidates has emerged, but there is a large chunk of the vote that

is still up for grabs—enough to put any candidate in the hunt for the nomination.

Voters want a candidate who will run the
winning 2018 playbook to defeat Trump.
The Strategy Playbook
Primary voters are perfectly clear on one thing: They want a nominee who will bring together

a broad coalition of supporters around an agenda that addresses the urgent problems people

are enduring in their daily lives. They want a uni�er who can get things done. This is how

Democrats won back the House and o�ces across the country in 2018. And primary voters are

convinced it is how Democrats can win in 2020 too.

In poll after poll, primary voters consistently say that they would prefer a Democratic nominee

best positioned to beat Trump over one that matches their policy preferences on every issue.

That desire held in this survey, 68% to 28%. And while some have argued that it doesn’t

matter what positions a Democratic candidate takes because Republicans will launch the same

attacks no matter what when it comes time for the general election face-o�, Democratic

primary voters vociferously disagree with that notion. A full two-thirds say, “It’s important

for the Democratic candidates to take positions that they can defend against attacks in the

general election ” compared to only 28% who think “Republicans are going to attack the



general election,  compared to only 28% who think Republicans are going to attack the

Democratic nominee no matter what in the general election, so it doesn’t matter what the

Democratic candidates say during the primary election.”

There were plentiful indicators that Democrats are dead set on winning in 2020.

Primary voters feel a uni�er is best positioned to take on the divisive incumbent. By a 70–

25% margin, they want a Democratic candidate who cares more about unifying the country

than �ghting for a cause.

They also believe a broad path is the way forward—not a re�exive shift to the left. By a

69–25% margin, primary voters want a candidate to appeal to a broad range of voters,

including some who may have backed Trump, over moving left to motivate progressives

and liberals.

Six in ten say they want someone who “stays focused on repairing trust and uniting the

country,” compared to just over a third who prefer someone who “stays focused on

pushing back on the white supremacists and racists who have become more outspoken

under President Trump.” Latinx primary voters prefer that focus by 12 points, as do African

American primary voters by 19 points.

Primary voters prefer a focus on solving urgent problems to shifting the “Overton

Window.” By an 80–16% margin, they want a candidate who o�ers ideas to address urgent

problems over one �xated on shifting the national debate.

By a three-to-one margin, they want a candidate who puts forward ideas that mend but do

not end capitalism—not a Democratic Socialist bent on upending the system.

And a full three-quarters of primary voters say they’d prefer a standard bearer who “works

across party lines to bring the country together and get things done, even if it means not

getting everything they want,” while only 20% want a candidate who “will take bold policy

stances, standing �rm even if it means policies may not be passed.”

While there is unanimity around many strategic questions, one issue where primary voters are

split is over the best way to take on Trump: 48% want a candidate who will go toe-to-toe with

Trump, but 44% want one who will mostly ignore his attacks. Democrats certainly want their

candidate to stand up to Trump, but this split could indicate a di�erence in opinion about

whether they want someone who will �ght on Trump’s terms or someone who will set his or

her own agenda.





How candidates campaign is just as crucial as what priorities they campaign on. In 2018,

Democrats won back the House, governors’ mansions, and races up and down the ballot by

positioning themselves as unifying doers. It’s this same approach that primary voters are

hungry for in 2020.

The Issues Playbook
Democratic voters’ grand theory for how to win in 2020 is quite simple: follow the policy

playbook that delivered the blue wave election in 2018. Three-in-four voters say that the

policy priorities that motivated them to vote in 2018 are the same ones driving them in 2020.

On the issues, that means voters want candidates to focus on kitchen-table concerns like

health care and the economy, as well as cleaning up Washington.

By a 69–25% margin, voters say candidates are currently talking about the issues that matter

to them. But when asked if they feel the candidates are speaking to them when they discuss

their ideas and solutions or to other people this margin narrows to 48–39% Among the 29%



their ideas and solutions or to other people, this margin narrows to 48–39%. Among the 29%

of primary voters who call themselves Democratic Socialists, they say that the candidates are

speaking to them by a 35-point margin. But the 71% of primary voters who do not identify as

Democratic Socialists say that the candidates are talking to others by a two-point margin.

Similarly, for the 11% of primary voters who post on Twitter daily, they feel the candidates are

speaking to them by 34 points. For those who do not tweet, there’s only a �ve-point margin

between those who think candidates are speaking to them versus others.

The disconnect between most voters saying candidates are talking about the right general

issues but are less convinced candidates are talking to them becomes more acute when they are

probed on more granular policy ideas. On health care, voters identify it as a top priority for

2020, and it has been the most talked-about issue in the primary to date. Much of the

discussion has focused on whether to replace the A�ordable Care Act with Medicare for All. But

when voters are asked about the speci�c issues that matter most for 2020, a plurality (43%)

identify reducing the cost of health care as a top priority, while just 16% say passing Medicare

for All is a top priority In 2018 winning Democrats focused on lowering the everyday costs of
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for All is a top priority. In 2018, winning Democrats focused on lowering the everyday costs of

health care, and primary voters are begging candidates to return to that important

conversation.

On the issues, primary voters are saying that the 2020 candidates are mostly on-topic but

often missing the point. To course correct, those who seek to represent them as a presidential

nominee in 2020 should borrow from the 2018 playbook



nominee in 2020 should borrow from the 2018 playbook.

Conclusion
Four months out from Iowa, Biden has the lead, but the contours of the race could shift

signi�cantly by February. Most voters feel that candidates are generally talking about their

top priorities in terms of issues, but far fewer believe candidates’ ideas and solutions are

directed at them. To address this, candidates would do well to draw from Democrats’ 2018

playbook, championing an agenda of reducing health care costs, creating economic

opportunity, and cleaning up Washington. This o�ering resonated with voters in 2018 and

could reap serious bene�ts for the 2020 candidates, both over the next four months and

through the heat of the general election season.

Methodology
Third Way and David Binder Research partnered to conduct a national survey of likely 2020

Democratic primary voters. The base sample was 1,200 likely 2020 Democratic primary voters,

and we also oversampled 250 African American primary voters and 300 Latinx primary voters.

This gave a margin of error of 2.8% on the base sample. The survey was conducted online

using a panel matched to vote history, in English and Spanish, from September 19 th  to 22 nd ,

2019.
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